Kids aLIVE Year 4
Home Learning

Name:____________________________________

Class : Kids 4 (

)

Activity 1 : Wudhu' - Types of Water (Hands-On)
Recap and dramatise the story together with the parent.
In Term 1 I have learnt that there are few types of water. My teacher introduced me about water that can be
used for wudhu' and which one are not allowed. Now I understand that there are 7 types of water that can be
used to take my wudhu'. That water we called Mutlak water.
What is Mutlak Water?
Mutlak Water is a clean water that are able to clean our body. Such as :
 Rain, Sea, Snow, River, Spring, Well water and Dew water
Which types of Water are not allowed to used for Wudhu'?
 Musta'mal Water :
Musta'mal water is pure water but could not purify. The water has been used for purification(removing
hadath). Musta'mal water can also be used for other purposes other that purification as long as its look,
taste and smell did not change.
 Musyammas Water :
Musyammas water is pure water and can be used to purify oneself but it cannot be used to take
wudhu'. Musyammas water is water that is heated by sun in place of metal.
 Mutanajjis Water :
Mutanajjis water is water that as come in contact or mixed with najis or fillth when the volume of the
water is less than 2 kullah / 216 litres.

Let's try to recap and make a sample of Types of Water
You just need water and some paint!





Mutlak Water (tap water)
Musta'mal Water (water+red paint= eg:syrup water)
Musyammas Water (normal water or can be yellowish)
Mutanajjis Water (water+brown paint)

*You may draw a symbol to identify it better

Activity 2 : Quranic Literacy
Point, read and repeat together with your parent 

اًًاًًًا
ًبًًبًًبً * ًتًًتًًتًً*ًثًًثًًث
ًجًاًجًًجًً* حًاًحًًحًً* خًاًخًًخ
Shade accordingly:

Need More Practice

Good Job!

Marvellous!

Note : Double Vowels - Nunation (Tanween) ٌ ٌ
 The Tanween is a term for a letter having a short vowel with a hidden
Nun Sakin ) (ن, Instead of writing short vowels and Nun Sakin
separately, the respective vowel sign is doubled as a shortcut ٌ ٌ
 Thus the letter Nun Sakin ) (نis sounded but written as a double vowel
sign ٌ ٌ
 The Tanween signs are generally indicated at the end of a noun, which
make noun indefinite.

Activity 3 : Quranic Literacy
Trace the words with your fingers
You may :
 Use a paint and trace the word, or,
 Paste mini stickers or coloured paper scraps on the word

Rewrite the word accordingly

ن
آ
ر
الق
____
_
____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____

Activity 4 : Wudhu'
Circle and colour Compulsory Acts of Wudhu'.
*Hint : Only 4 from this pictures

Wash
both hands

Wash
both arms till
elbow

Clean/Gurgle
mouth

Wiping the
head

Wash both
feet

Clean
both ears

Wash
entire face

Clean
the nose

There are 6 Compulsory Acts of Wudhu'.
Fill in (above answers) according to the sequences.

Intention

Tertib

